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The Halle de La Machine opened its doors to the
public in 2018, in the Montaudran quarter, the
historic cradle of the aeronautical adventure in
Toulouse. At the foot of the runway from which
the first Aéropostale pilots took off, this venue
invites you to take a journey through the stories
and legends of these extraordinary
performance machines created by François
Delarozière and the La Machine Company.

TOULOUSE           OF LEGEND                       CITY 

THE LONG MA DRAGON

A new creature from Chinese

mythology will arrive this year to join

the giant Minotaur Astérion and

Ariadne the Spider at the Hall of La

Machine.

The Long Ma Dragon Horse made its

first appearance in Beijing in 2014 as

part of celebrations to mark the 50th

anniversary of Franco-Chinese

relations. After having walked the

streets of Ottawa in Canada, Nantes

and Calais, this imposing machine

standing 12 meters high, 5 meters

wide and weighing 45 tons will enter

the Hall of La Machine and will also

walk the Runway of Giants from 19th

February to 8th May 2022,

culminating in a great show on 16th

and 17th April. Definitely one of the

best thing to do in spring in Toulouse! 
www.halledelamachine.fr
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A LITTLE PRINCE AMONG MEN

Toulouse has been the birthplace of many

myths throughout the ages, the traces of

which can still be found in the city today… 

In 1918 Pierre-Georges Latécoère, the

French industrialist, launched an air service

from Toulouse to transport mail to the

French colonies. He recruited former pilots

from the First World War including Jean

Mermoz, Henri Guillaumet and also the

young Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. These

pioneers had no hesitation in flying over the

Atlantic and the deserts of Africa to reach

Dakar or Buenos Aires. 

The site of the old runway has been

repurposed to recount this extraordinary

adventure: L'Envol des pionniers (The Flight

of the Pioneers). In 2022, this

commemorative site will celebrate its most

iconic pilot and writer, as well as his most

famous character, thanks to the exhibition 

« Antoine de Saint-Exupéry; a Little Prince

among men ».
www.lenvol-des-pionniers.com

TO GO LITTLE FURTHER

To discover other legendary machines,

embark at the Aeroscopia Museum!

Opened in 2015, this museum brings

together an exceptional collection of

aircraft from all eras (Caravelle, Super

Guppy, A300B, A400M…). After taking the

controls of a flight simulator, visitors can

also access the interior of the legendary

Concorde or the A380, a true giant of the

Airbus family.
www.aeroscopia.fr
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TO GO LITTLE FURTHER…

Put your thinking cap on with the new Quai des Savoirs exhibition: «

Critical Spirit; don’t be fooled! ». In the science quarter, a stone’s

throw from the Natural History Museum and the Jardin des Plantes,

the Quai des Savoirs is dedicated to sharing scientific culture and

invites you to sharpen your critical thinking skills in a fun and

interactive way. Rumours, fake news, preconceived notions…

Through everyday experiments and inspired by research in

behavioural and social psychology, cognitive science and sociology,

visitors attempt to unmask and deconstruct preconceived ideas and

try to verify information!

TOULOUSE A KNOWLEDGEABLE 

AND LIVELY CITY
THE CONQUEST OF MARS
A brand new area dedicated to the Red Planet

will open in April 2022 in the gardens of the

Cité de l`Espace. This 200-seat Martian terrain

will be designed and built in collaboration with

the National Space Agency (CNES) and with

the participation of COMAT. In a cleverly

recreated and totally immersive Martian

environment, it will host presentations based

on two life-size motorised replicas of the

Perseverance and Zhurong Mars rovers.
www.cite-espace.com 

AN ENCHANTING JOURNEY AT THE FESTIVAL DES
LANTERNES 
Following on from its first edition at the gates of

Toulouse in winter 202, the Blagnac Lantern Festival

promises to be one of the key events of winter 2022!

Once again, the 10 hectares of Parc du Ritouret will host

nearly 2,500 giant silk lanterns that light up at nightfall.

Pandas, dragons and dinosaurs, bamboo forests,

temples and also scenes of everyday Chinese life will

take over the banks of the lake, as well as providing a

nod to local Toulouse history with the presence of

lanterns that depict the city’s aeronautical exploits and

the famous Toulouse violet!
www.festivaldeslanternes-blagnac.com  

www.quaidessavoirs.fr
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A NEW LIFE FOR THE VIOLET, THE EMBLEMATIC
FLOWER OF TOULOUSE 
Toulouse, affectionately known as the “Ville Rose"

thanks to its unique architecture made of pink-coloured

bricks, is also known for other distinctive shades

including its famous Toulouse violet! 

Grown in the Toulouse area since 1850, it never ceases

to seduce visitors who come across it at the many

souvenir shops in the city centre or at the museum-

boutique "La Maison de la Violette" on the Canal du

Midi. Here, owners and all female mother-daughter duo

Hélène and Mélanie Vié, reveal the history of this flower

and its many by-products that they have developed

over the years with local or regional artisans (sugar,

chocolates, fruit preserves, crystallised petals,

mustards, soap, candles, tea towels…). 

Recently, the two founders have taken on a new

challenge: launching their own line of cosmetics called

"Jardin Confidentiel" after years of scientific research to

develop "Symbiolette®" (patented*), a precious anti-

aging ingredient found in the Toulouse violet. 

These eco-friendly beauty products are all made in the

Occitan region, created using violets hand-picked in

their Toulouse garden to produce innovative anti-aging

formulas with exceptional active ingredients.

TOULOUSE OF

COLOURS

                      CITY 

www.jardinconfidentiel.com
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Until the 16th Century, pastel was the

only plant known to produce blue

pigment used for colouring textiles.

During the Renaissance, a veritable

golden triangle was established between

Toulouse, Carcassonne and Albi, where

the quality of the soil allowed local

merchants to become rich by trading

this plant throughout Europe. The

arrival of the cheaper indigo marked the

end of a golden age.  

This ancestral know-how is still present

today among local artisans like creator

of the AHPY brand Annette Hardouin,

which offers dyeing workshops. The

"savoir-faire linked to dyeing with pastel

in the Pays de Cocagne" became part of

Intangible French Cultural Heritage in

2021.

TO GO LITTLE FURTHER…

The colours of the city are proudly worn on the shirts of our rugby players! Since the
creation of the club, the players of the Stade Toulousain rugby union team have proudly
worn the red and black. Why these colours? Red and black were adopted by the club’s
founder Ernest Wallon as a nod to his profession as a lawyer and professor of law (the
colours of nobility and justice) and also as a nod to the city's past. Red and black were
originally the colours of the ceremonial dress worn by the Capitouls, the city's magistrates
who held administrative, financial, military and decision-making powers.

Stade Toulousain’s red and blacks are quite simply the most successful rugby union team
in Europe, with no fewer than 21 French championships and 5 European titles to their
name! History does not yet say if the TO XIII rugby league team that share the same
stadium will follow in the footsteps of their city neighbours, although they reached the
Super League in 2021/2022 alongside the very best English clubs. They wear white and
blue as a nod to pastel ? Or perhaps in reference to the blue of the skies that inspired the
aviation adventure that began here in Toulouse ?
In the meantime, Toulouse, host city for the 2023 Rugby World Cup, is preparing it's
colours and is a must-visit destination for all lovers of the oval ball. 

PASTEL; A PLANT USED FOR DYEING… 

AND BREWING BEER!

The city’s other exceptional plant, although more

discreet than the violet, is none other than pastel, or

isatis tinctoria to give its Latin name. This colouring

plant is today cultivated by local brands Graine de

Pastel and Terre de Pastel for its cosmetic properties

and since summer 2021 it has even been used in a beer! 

Terre de Pastel, at the head of the site of the same

name located in Labège that combines a museum, a

store and a spa, is diversifying its products and has

joined forces with local brewery "La Garonnette" to

market a summer beer made from pastel honey. This

refreshing seasonal drink can be found at several stores

across the city in the summer!

www.terredepastel.com 

www.ahpy.eu

www.to13.com  / www.stadetoulousain.fr
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ELECTRIC BOATS ON THE RIVER GARONNE

Waterborne activities are on the rise in

Toulouse! Every summer on the Garonne, Les

Caboteurs offer electric boat rentals without

a license. Visitors can become the skipper of

their own boat for a trip on the river in the

heart of the city. For a visit with a unique

view of Toulouse's monuments from the

water, the simple pleasure of sailing or a

romantic aperitif on the water, this

experience is one of the must-do activities of

the summer season!

www.lescaboteurs.com 

TO GO LITTLE FURTHER…

Bikes, walks, boats, kayaks,
paddleboards, 100% electric tuk-tuks;
slow tourism activities are not in short
supply here in Toulouse and certain hotel
establishments have embraced this
concept by adapting their offer. The
Hôtel Albert Ier, a 3* family hotel in the
very heart of Toulouse, makes bikes
available to guests and has even created
its own city maps with suggested
itineraries for its clients. Not content with
that, this establishment whose motto is «
welcoming you is an art! » opens up one
of its rooms for a different temporary art
exhibition every quarter.
www.hotel-albert1.com

EXPLORING THE CITY WITH URBAN GAMES

Far removed from the stress of getting

around a big city, a stay in Toulouse and its

compact city centre is the ideal opportunity

to stroll around and enjoy a walk! Don't miss

the urban games offered by Granhòta in the

city centre. Treasure hunts, outdoor escape

games, special holiday activities; with these

products you will find a fun way to discover

the streets of Toulouse by choosing your

theme and your level of difficulty. 

 

How about on two wheels? Granhòta Games

and Agence Paulette Toulouse have got

together to offer a fun treasure hunt by bike

that covers the streets and parks of

Toulouse. An original way to visit the city by

bike while having fun with family and friends,

there's no need to bring your own bike as the

price includes rental and the treasure hunt

kit. All you have to do is get your brains and

legs in gear to solve the riddles along the

way!

www.granhota-games.fr      

TOULOUSE             

SLOW CITY 
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GOURMET TOULOUSE 

WINE-GAMING AT « PETITS CRUS »

Wine-gaming will immerse you into a world that sits

somewhere between escape games and wine appreciation!

In Toulouse, this fun and convivial activity takes place in the

basement of "Petits Crus", a unique venue that only has one

thing on the menu...wine and cheese pairings! Rumour has it

that an exceptional wine is matured here, a wine from the

cellar of the last Count of Toulouse. To get the chance to

sample this wine, you'll have to prove yourself worthy by

solving tasting-themed puzzles. Will your nose and palate

be up to the task? An innovative concept and a great

experience to share, ideal for groups of 4 to 6 people!
www.wine-gaming.com/ou-jouer/ 

TASTE OF TOULOUSE

Gourmet Toulouse can be discovered at

the table of one of the city's many

restaurants but above all by visiting the

stalls of its markets! Markets are

synonymous with local produce, customs

and negotiating techniques that are not

always obvious to foreign visitors!

Jessica Hammer, an American ex-pat

who founded « Taste of Toulouse »,

provides visits in English that combine a

walk, tastings and encounters with the

big names and main hotspots on the

Toulouse culinary scene. Food tours at

the Victor Hugo Market and gourmet

afternoon stops on the « chocolate &

pastry » or « wine & cheese » tours are

available throughout the year.
www.tasteoftoulouse.com

TO GO LITTLE FURTHER…

Just a stone's throw from the banks of the
Garonne and the Place du Capitole, surrounded
by greenery and with the sound of water lapping
in a pool in this lush garden, the visitor can find a
traditional art de vivre that the people of
Toulouse hold dear! In October 2021, 16-room
boutique hotel Maison Soclo set up home in a
XVIII Century building where locals from the
neighbourhood, budding globetrotters, business
travellers and brunch enthusiasts can get
together to chat, snack, sleep, swim, sunbathe,
read…and enjoy life! An enchanting interlude that
will soon become one of the unmissable
establishments of the Ville Rose! 
www.soclo.fr    
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TO GO LITTLE FURTHER…

Step aboard, shipmates!

Bateaux Toulousains have

developed a range of "Pirate"

cruises specially designed for

children aged 6 to 11 featuring

puzzle games to be solved

aboard a boat on the Canal du

Midi, departing from Port Saint-

Sauveur in Toulouse. 

LA CARTOUCHERIE: THE 
CITY'S FUTURE MIXED USE SITE

La Cartoucherie Eco-quarter is springing

up in the heart of the city of Toulouse, on

a thirty-hectare urban wasteland that

was the historic site of a pre-war

munitions factory. 

The company Cosmopolis has invested

30 million Euros here to develop "Les

Halles de La Cartoucherie", a mixed use

site that combines a gourmet zone with

25 stands – inspired by Time Out in

Lisbon- an auditorium and a cinema that

plans to open in first half of 2023. 

Two hotels and all the essential local

services will make this eco-district a key

part of Toulouse in the years to come!
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www.bateaux-toulousains.com  

QUIRKY TOULOUSE   

THE MAGIC OF TOULOUSE

« With their « The Magic of Toulouse » tours,

the guides from the local Tourist Office have

handed over the keys to the city to

professional magicians! 

Follow your magician to discover the main

sites and some of the great local characters

in the history of magic in Toulouse, and let

yourself be surprised by the tricks

performed before your very eyes along the

way! 

This visit is only scheduled from time to

time, and details can be found in the Tourist

Office's calendar of guided tours.

www.toulouse-tourisme.com 
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PR Contacts
Mélissa Buttelli
Office : +33 (0)5 61 11 02 36

m.buttelli@toulouseatout.com

 

2 rue d’Alsace-Lorraine

31000 TOULOUSE • FRANCE

 

Marine Esch
Office : +33 (0)5 61 11 02 36

Mobile : +33 (0)6 28 10 84 91

m.esch@toulouseatout.com

 

Download Fotos from the News kit : 

http://phototheque.toulouseatout.com/bbJtQSaln 
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@Toulouse.tourisme / @Toulouse.turismo
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